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origin, and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
truth) has produced many errors or false notions of reality. But
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THE RELIGION OF GEORGE WASHINGTON.
BY MONCURE D. CONWAY.
In editing a volume of Washington's private and
personal letters for the Long Island Historical Society,
I have been much impressed by indications that this
great historic personality represented the liberal re-
ligious tendency of his time. That tendency was to
respect religious organizations as part of the social
order, which required some minister to visit the sick,
bury the dead, and perform marriages. It was con-
sidered in nowise inconsistent with disbelief of the
clergyman's doctrines to contribute to his support, or
even to be a vestryman in his church. This unbeliev-
ing loyalty is a natural development under an estab-
lished church. It prevailed in Virginia throughout
the latter half of the last century, if not before ; it
mastered William and Mary College, where Edmund
Randolph says he was taught deism by two clergymen
;
and it culminated in the election of a bishop—Madison,
the first Bishop—who was well known as a rationalist.
In the early part of this century Bishop Meade en-
countered Parson Weens, Washington's friend and
first biographer, on a court day selling, along with his
"Washington," Paine's "Age of Reason." The
Bishop asked if it were possible he would sell such a
book. Weens took out the Bishop of Llandaff's an-
swer to Paine and said, "The bane and antidote are
both before you." Bishop Meade adds: "In my own
pulpit, in my absence, he extolled Tom Paine and one
or more noted infidels in America, and said if their
ghosts could return to the earth they would be shocked
to hear the falsehoods which were told of them." But
Washington had in his library the writings of Paine,
Priestley, Voltaire, Frederick the Great, and other
heretical works. He was indeed a vestryman; he at-
tended church, pretty regularly; and he paid his sub-
scriptions, though without forming any intimacies
with clergymen. With one, indeed, he seems to have
had a friendship in early life—the Rev. Charles Green,
who had been an intimate friend of his father. This
clergyman was a physician, and helped young Col.
Washington when he was dangerously ill. But to
subsequent pastors in his neighborhood he preserved
a notable reserve. In his many letters to his adopted
nephews, and other young relatives, he admonishes
them about their manners and morals, but in no case
have I been able to discover any .suggestion that they
should read the Bible, keep the Sabbath, go to church,
or any warning against infidelity. In no instance have
I been able to find any allusion to Christian doctrines,
and not a single mention of Jesus Christ. That this
reserve on religious dogmas was keenly felt by Wash-
ington's orthodox contemporaries is certain. Inaletter
of Jan. II, 1800, Major Tallmadge writes to Rev.
Manasseh Cutter, concerning Washington: "Altho'
from a long and tolerably intimate acquaintance with
him, I have been abundantly convinced of his attach-
ment to the Christian System ; yet had he been explicit
in his profession of faith in and dependence on the
finished Atonement of our glorious Redeemer for ac-
ceptance and pardon, what a conspicuous trait would
it have formed in his illustrious character." Jefferson
declares that efforts were made by addresses of re-
ligious bodies to get some confession of faith from
Washington. I have before me a letter (i6 Nov., 1782,)
in reply to a congratulation from the Reformed Church
at Kingston, N. Y., on the close of the war:
"Gentlemen: I am happy in receiving this public
mark of the esteem of the Ministers, Elders, and Dea-
cons of the Reformed Protestant Dutch Church in
Kingston.
"Convinced that our religious liberties were as
essential as our civil, my endeavors have never been
wanting to encourage and promote the one while I
have been contending for the other—and I am highly
flattered by finding that my efforts have met the ap-
probation of so respectable a body.
" In return for your kind concern for my temporal
and eternal happiness, permit me to assure you that
my wishes are reciprocal ; and that you may be en-
abled to hand down your Religion pure and undefiled
to a posterity worthy of their ancestors, is the prayer of
Gent'n,
¥" most obed serv'.
Go. Washington."
This is a type of Washington's answers to all ad-
dresses of the kind. Many clergymen visited him,
but they were never invited to hold family prayers,
and no grace was ever said at table, and something in
Washington forbade introduction of the subject.
Jefferson says Washington was a deist. In our
own days there has been developed a distinction
—
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somewhat arbitrary perhaps—between deism and the-
ism. EngHsh deism was the belief that the deity
had created the universe and set it in motion to work
out its necessary results; but in America there was
developed a sort of unitarian theism which believed
in the immanent, though not supernatural, providence
of the deity over human affairs. Thomas Paine was
a fair type of the English deist, but Jefferson was more
of the theistic type which I have indicated. I lately
found, in a lady's album, a few sentences written by
Jefferson, which, better than any published passage,
states as I think his creed and the creed of his par-
ticular friends:
" Th. Jefferson to Th. Jefferson Crotjan :
—
" Your affectionate mother requests that I would
address to you, as a namesake, something which might
have a favorable influence on the course of life you
have to run, few words are necessary, with good dis-
position on your part. Adore God; reverence and
cherish your parents; love your neighbor as yourself;
and your country more than life; be just, be true;
murmur not at the ways of Providence, and the life
into which you have entered will be a passage to one
of eternal and ineffable bliss, and if to the dead it is
permitted to care for the things of this world, every
action of your life will be under my regard, farewell.
"Monticello, Jan. 10, '24."
I have no doubt that this remarkable manuscript
would express the faith of Washington also. His God
is a ruler of nations ; especially, a President of Presi-
dents. I suppose there never was written a more
solemn appeal than that which Washington wrote to
Gen. Gage, whom he was besieging in Boston.
Gen. Gage, (13 Aug., 1775,) wrote: " Should those
under whose usurped authority you act control such a
disposition, and dare to call severity retaliation, to
God, who knows all hearts, be the appeal for the
dreadful consequences." Washington in his answer,
(20 Aug.,) says : " May that God, to whom you then
appealed, judge between America and you. Under his
providence those who influence the councils of Amer-
ica, and all the other inhabitants of the United Colo-
nies, at the hazard of their lives, are determined to
hand down to posterity those just and invaluable
privileges which they received from their ancestors."
The British Ministry, by the way, never ventured
to publish Washington's answer. The English heart
might have been too much moved by its solemnity.
Here is the fragment of a letter, written at Morris-
town, 19 May, 1780,—to whom does not appear—and
owned by a friend of mine, residing there : " [Prov]-
idence—to whom we are infinitely more indebted than
we are to our wisdom—or our own exertions,—has
always displayed its power and goodness when clouds
and thick darkness seemed ready to overwhelm us.
The hour is now come when we stand much in need of
another manifestation of its bounty, however little we
deserve it."
I have unpublished notes of Washington indicating
belief in immortality. To a friend who had named a
child after him he expresses the hope that "he will
live long to enjoy it, long after I have taken my de-
parture for the world of Spirits." To the same friend,
on his child's death, he writes: "He that gave, you
know, has a right to take away. His ways are wise
—
they are indisputable—and irrestible. " I have found
only one instance in which Washington expressed his
approval of any doctrine preached by any minister.
This is in a letter written in the first year of his presi-
dency acknowledging a printed discourse on the death
of Sir William Pepperell, of Maine, in which he ex-
presses his "approbation of the doctrine therein in-
culcated." This note (MS.) appeared to me so
unusual that I hunted up the sermon, which was
preached by Benjamin Stevens, A. M., Pastor of the
First Church in Kittery, and printed in 1759. The
text selected for the only native American baronet was
from Ps. 82. "But ye shall die like men." Referring
to the previous part of the verse (7) "I have said ye
are Gods," the preachers said that magistrates were
representatives of God, and carrying out the plans of
the supreme moral governor. The doctrine was an
affirmation of the divine duty of rulers, and this, as
the American modification of their "divine right,"
was what Washington approved. But it is remark-
able that in all this funeral discourse, so approved,
there is no allusion to any distinctive Christian dogma,
nor to the office of Christ. It is a sermon that Theo-
dore Parker might have preached so far as any re-
ligious orthodoxy is concerned.
A note now in possession of George Washington
Ball of Alexandria (author of a valuable monograph on
the maternal ancestry of Washington), is very impres-
sive in this connection. It was written less than three
months before his death, on hearing of the death of
his brother Charles. "I was the first," he says, " and
am now the last of my father's children by the second
marriage, who remain. When I shall be called upon
to follow them, is known only to the Giver of Life.
When the summons comes I shall endeavor to obey it
with a good grace. " The italics here are Washing-
ton's. With what grace he obeyed the summons is
known to the world. When the end was near, Wash-
ington said to a physician present—an ancestor of the
writer of these notes— "I am not afraid to go." With
his right fingers on his left wrist he counted his own
pulses, which beat his funeral march to the grave.
"He bore his distress," so next day wrote one pre-
sent, "with astonishing fortitude, and conscious, as
he declared, several hours before his death, of his ap-
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preaching dissolution, he resigned his breath with the
greatest composure, having the full possession of his
reason to the last moment. " "Mrs. Washington," says
the same letter, "bore the afflicting stroke with apious
resignation and fortitude, which show that her hopes
were placed beyond this life." She knelt beside his
bed, but no word passed on religious matters. With
the sublime taciturnity which had marked his life he
passed out of existence, leaving no act or word which
can be turned to the service of superstition, cant, or
bigotry.
To this statement, in the interest of historic truth,
of what I find to be Washington's religion, let me add
that, so far from being biased, I feel a certain sad-
ness in the record. It does not impress me as a true
or happy or beautiful faith, but as a phase of revolu-
tion. I feel about Washington somewhat as I recently
-wrote concerning Carlyle, in The Open Court, that
his character might have been more sympathetic and
his life happier, had he felt some of the enthusiasm
of humanity now represented by Jesus in the Broad
Church. But this was not in the air which Washing-
ton breathed. The human Jesus was unknown, and
Washington could have no love for High Priests,
"whether in heaven or earth. This old Theocracy of
our colonial or revolutionary fathers was unlovely and
hard. It had to include faith in the providential agency
of all evil. Beside human grief it could only say, with
Washington: "His ways are wise—they are inscrut-
able—and irresistible." It appears to me that to this
hard and mechanical Theism orthodox Theology is
now steadily tending, and that it is likely to reach it
just as Liberalism will be leaving it for a more human
and humane religion. The King of Kings became a
Governor after the Revolution, and has become a
Father in our own time, but he must come yet closer
before the human heart can say once more, "We
love him because he first loved us."
BEETHOVENIANA.*
BY PHILIPP SPITTA.
Mozart has said, in a letter, the original text of
which we do not possess, but of whose genuineness
there can be no doubt, that when he had mentally
composed a piece, he did not hear it in his imagina-
tion part for part, in the proper order of sequence,
but simultaneously and as a whole ; and that to him
this was the most beautiful.
In that remark the true kernel of artistic creative
thought is faithfully characterized. That sense of
unity that even in the conception of remotest details is
constantly preserved, from which all emanates, to
which all returns, and in which, as in a focus, all is
* Translated from the Deutsche Rundschau by ^KpK.
gathered ! Only thus can a true work of art come into
being.
Certainly, Beethoven must have possessed this sense
of unity, and the fact, that at times he did not give a
higher and more perfect form to many of the thoughts
that came to him, is quite consistent therewith. This
could happen to any composer. It is possible, too,
that while occupied with details in the first stages of
composition, he easily lost this sense of unity, and was
obliged later on to arouse it within him to renewed
activity.
The contents of his note-books prove this beyond
a doubt. It appears that separate movements of his
quartettes were originally sonatas and that, even after
they were very far advanced in form, they were em-
ployed for another arrangement and in some cases for
another combination of instruments. The rondo of
the senate pathetique. Op. 13, was at the start a piece
for the violin (with piano). The last movement of the
great A-minor quartette, Op. 132, originated from re-
jected schemes intended for the finale of the ninth
symphony. In this same quartette, according to the
original plan, a movement was to have been intro-
duced which ultimately found a place in the great B-
major quartette. Such procedure is only possiljle
through a complete alteration of plan, or, what is
nearly the same thing, by a disintegration, on the part
of the artist, of the whole conception into its component
parts.
The indiscriminate treatment of three or four sub-
jects, at the same time, so without method and so
strikingly chaotic, is conceivable upon no other hypoth-
esis. And when Beethoven attempts, at four differ-
ent times and always with the same principal concep-
tion, the composition of an overture, (C-major, Op.
115,) we must regard it merely as a recurrence of the
same phenomenon.
With such a bent of constitution it required un-
usual power of will and a deep sense of obligation to
art, to attain the end sought. Beethoven possessed
both. He never wearied of moulding the most minor
part until it harmonized completely with his concep-
tion. He never grew disheartened in his ever-recur-
ring struggle with the powers of unrest within. Again
and again he scaled to the height of absolute mastery,
till his position could aflast be maintained.
We know of the sudden revulsions of feeling that
visited him during life ; how the impressions of his
fancy would become clouded and darkened, or would
suddenly relapse into their opposites.
A conclusive instance of this is found in the notes
to the great E-flat-major quartette. Op. 127. The
adagio with the succeeding variations is one of the
most beautiful of those sacred chants that none other
than Beethoven could compose,—when the soul, freed
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from all earthly sorrow and pain, soars in solemn
adoration towards eternity beyond. It seems hardly
possible that even the faintest intonation of material
existence could penetrate to this realm of purity. And
yet what happens ? After Beethoven had worked a
time at the adagio, his demon suddenly came upon
him. He changes key and time, and works the theme
into a light allegro movement, where his humor plays
its most sportive pranks. And to judge from its sub-
sequent lengthy elaboration, he must have seriously
entertained a notion of introducing it as a separate
part into the quartette.
Although this is the only known instance of so vio-
lent a revulsion, yet an unceasing vacillation between
seriousness and pleasantry ever marks the character
of Beethoven's humor—that humor which he was the
first to give comprehensive musical expression. To
do this, and at the same time preserve the composure
that dominates art, demands an unusual store of
energy and power of exertion.
All the great masters before Beethoven—Handel
and Bach, Haydn and Mozart,—even Beethoven's
contemporaries, Spohr, Weber, and Schubert—could
compose to a certain extent at their own pleasure.
Goethe's happy saying, Gebt ihr euch einmalfur Poeten,
so comtfiandirt die Poesie, ("Pronounce yourselves
forsooth for poets, and poetry wields supreme com-
mand,") was true of them in their domain. Were
their attempts not successful at first, they nevertheless
had accustomed their genius to obedience, and it
never completely failed them.
Beethoven did not possess this power of voluntary
composition. At every new work he battled with his
demon. At times he easily mastered his evil genius,
and it may have been after such an experience, that
he writes, in 1810 : "To accustom oneself to keep in
the mind the whole, as it appears, and all the parts."
This seems as if he had wished to hazard an attempt
to break away from his note-books. If he did, he
failed.
In later life, when the power of intuition had per-
haps become enfeebled, the struggle with the evil
genius within grows more violent. He himself said
that he dreaded to undertake any new work of mag-
nitude. He had never been a rapid composer, and
yet it had never come to pass that he had to spend so
much time on a work as he did upon the ninth sym-
phony. The latter, indeed, took six years, and his
great mass, four.
As he advances in years, instances where the re-
sultant form of a composition does not accord with the
original conception, grow more and more numerous.
His mass assumed such tremendous proportions, as no
longer to be available for its purpose. He was long
undecided as to the form of the closing movement in
the ninth symphony, and when it had been perfected
as it now stands, he felt dissatisfied with the result.
In his last quartettes he frequently lost all sight of
instrumental combinations. He is said to have once
remarked, when Schuppanzig remonstrated with him :
" Do you imagine that I think of a miserable fiddle
when the Spirit speaks to me and I record his dicta-
tions ? "
But the fact that this Spirit could so overpower him,
was the serious feature. The form of musical thought
is in great part conditioned by the instruments through
which it is given expression ; and in most of Beetho-
ven's earlier instrumental pieces, indeed, nothing is
less noticed than disregard of instrumental effect.
It is impossible to deny that even in his earlier
periods instances occur, in which—let it be said with
all due modesty—the final result does not appear to
have been the best conceivable ; instances, where
Beethoven instituted a great number of attempts, and
at last hit" upon a choice that to us is incomprehen-
sible. But how infinitesimally small is their number
in comparison with the innumerable instances, where
with instinctive infallibility his sense of fitness chose
the best,—indeed, the only possible ! How, step by
step, and after untiring application, the dross is sepa-
rated, and the inner core glows with ever increasing
beauty ! How it is often but a seemingly trivial touch
which, added or taken away, so completely alters the
contour of a musical creation ! Indeed, in his com-
positions of the highest order, everything that lends
them character and personality is wanting in the
original drafts. Point by point, and step by step,
were thej' introduced.
The notes to the Eroica symphony exhibit a won-
derful instance of this. They most forcibly confirm
the truth of the view suggested above, that the items
in Beethoven's note-books had a deeper and more
manifold significance for him than for other mortals.
It is impossible that the determining characteristics of
a work of art should not have been inherent in the
original idea, but should have been later on wrought
into it from without. They subsisted, therefore, as
invisible potentialities in those formal sketches, per-
ceptible only to the eye of the artist.
It is certainly an important acquisition for an in-
sight into the workshop of Beethoven's mind, that we
come to understand more clearly what we might term
the Ethos * of his compositions. Their purifying and
ennobling power, that effect which makes us leave
with the feeling that we had become better men, all
has its origin in the character of the process whereby
they were created. Deep within and not upon the sur-
face do they bear witness to the story of their birth.
* For a criticism upon the signific
or The Open Court.
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Not a sound is intended to reveal it, but we read it in
every touch. Only through unceasing, vehement
strife, through conquest step by step, was that won
which now stands forth, as free from every material
impurity as the power of man could make it. This in-
cessant struggle and effort sought no material end ; it
aimed at the ideal. A Deity impelled the artist to
the attainment of this ideal, forced him to summon
every effort to accomplish the result.
It has been attempted to derive the Ethos of Bee-
thoven's compositions from his personal character.
Undoubtedly it is affected by it ; but little or nothing
is thereby disclosed. Handel, too, possessed grandeur
and purity of sentiment in surely no less a degree than
Beethoven
;
yet the effect of his creations is entirely
different. This, too, is intelligible from his method of
composing. He was a powerful ruler whom all obeyed
at will. But Beethoven was a victorious warrior.
It is well known how Beethoven introduced the
last movement of the ninth symphony. He was led
to this by his intention to prepare the way for the in-
troduction of a vocal part which was to form the crown
of this instrumental composition. Short movements
by the orchestra alternate with phrases in recitative
by the bass-instruments. The first of these movements
is but a wild, tempestuous raging : everything is vio-
lently dislocated, it seems. In the next, the intro-
ductory themes of the first three movements of the
symphony follow in their proper order. At this point
the contra-bassos and violincello, in recitative, break
in. Then comes the melody of the ode, "Freude,
schoner Gotterfunken," ("Joy, O beauteous spark of
heaven,") first rendered only by the orchestra. The
melody ceases ; a renewed tempest by the instruments
foreshadows the plan of development, and this in its
turn is interrupted by a human voice: "O Freunde,
nicht diese Tone ! sondern lasst uns angenehmere an-
stimmen und freudenvollere." (" O Friends, notsounds
like these ! but sounds more pleasant, joyous, let us
strike.") With that, the chasm is bridged and Schil-
ler's hymn begins.
It appears from the note-book that the final form
adopted, harmonizes in the main with the plan that
Beethoven originally conceived, and yet this latter con-
tains very many ideas that aid us greatly in the in-
terpretation of the creative process. We find phrases
which were afterwards never used, but which were
originally intended as the text of the bass-recitative,
to be used as an introduction to the finale. The words
are not always legible, but the sense is intelligible.
The following are the most important. First, we
read: " Nein, diese [Tone] erinnern an unsre Ver-
zweiflung," [not that, such tones remind us of our
despair,"]—evidently in connection with that tem-
pestuous orchestral movement which opens the 7?;/(7/^.
Then again : " Heute ist ein feierlicher Tag, dieser sei
gefeiert durch Gesang und Spiel" [to-day is a
festal day, to celebrate with song and dance]. (The
orchestra plays the beginning of the first movement.)
" O nein, dieses nicht, etwas anderes, gefalligeres ist
es was ich fordere " [O no, not that, ' tis something
else, more pleasing that I want]. (^The opening of the
scherzo is heard. ) ' ' Auch dieses nicht, ist nicht besser,
sondern nur etwas heiterer " [nor that, 'tis no
better, something more gladsome]. (The adagio
commences.) " Auch dieses, es ist zuzartlich, etwas
aufgewecktes muss man suchen ; ich werde helfen,
dass ich selbst euch etwas vorsinge" [this likewise,
it is too tender, something enlivened must be found ;
I shall try, I myself shall sing for you,] (the orchestra
plays the beginning of the air : "Freude, schoner Got-
terfunken,") ; ' ' dieses ist es, ha ! es ist nun gefunden ! "
[That it is; ha, now 'tis found 1] (The bass-voice
itself now commences: " Freude, schoner Gotterfun-
ken.")
Observe the plan thus typified in the light of our
previous remarks. Note that it was precisely the
finale of the ninth symphony that gave Beethoven
unusual trouble ; that originally he had no idea of em-
ploying a human voice ; that his work upon this
symphony was crossed and interrupted by a plan he
had in mind for another, in which, it appears, a vocal
part was to form the main feature ; that furthermore
he had now entertained for thirty years the idea of
putting Schiller's hymn to music on a grand scale, and
that ten years previously he had actually set about it
with a will, though without success.
We can well understand that here the idea came
upon him of incorporating into the work in hand the
course of artistic creation that he had so often passed
through and that had ever finally guided him from
the darkness of doubt to the light of victorious suc-
cess,—to incorporate it at this point, where an appro-
priate method of transition had justly, from an aesthet-
ical point of view, involved him in doubt. True,
therewith he had transcended another law—the law de-
manding that from a work of art all traces of its genesis
should be wiped away; a law which, formerly, he him-
self was wont most strictly to observe. And of this,
too, he was fully conscious, and in the ultimate form
which the introduction to the yf«a/^ assumed, he sought
to cover up the revelation of the process by allowing
the instruments, as much as possible, to speak in pref-
erence to the human voice.
Beethoven's contemporaries were full of admira-
tion for the irresistible power of his improvisation.
The rich variety of ideas at his command, when he
gave himself up, at the piano, to the inspiration of the
moment, is said to have been inexhaustible, and their
character bewitchingly beautiful. This seems in con-
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tradiction to the laborious efforts with which it is
proved he shaped his thoughts to express his mean-
ing. A painstaking searcher, who cannot find form
for his thoughts, and who yet understands to ravish
his hearers in brilliant oration ! But a quickly pass-
ing and never re-appearing effusion of fancy can dis-
pense with the perfection of form that is required of
a work of art intended to be permanent. It is not im-
perative to accept the conclusion, that Beethoven's
impromptu fantasies were of the same matured struc-
ture as his written compositions, and if the suggestion
might possibly prove correct that the familiar Piano-
Fantasy, Op. 77, represents his favorite method of
improvisation, the proof of the inferior worth of such
improvised productions were very evident. Their
effect, nevertheless, can well have been what we are
told it was. The personality of the composer, the
fervent execution, the impression made by grand in-
vention thus directly welling forth—all this must have
essentially influenced the effect.
Yet another element must be admitted. There is
no doubt that the trial of unbounded technical skill and
mastery, awakened a feeling of felicity in the artist,
which favorably disposed his imagination for a certain
creative display, and that Beethoven, accordingly, by
this very means was led, while playing, to a great
many thoughts that in silent meditation with difficulty,
or not all, appeared. And moreover the very contact
with the warm and pulsing body of art—and that the
production of tone and sound t's—arouses in an artist
the impulse to creation.
We know that Joseph Haydn, when he wanted to
compose, first seated himself at the piano and im-
provised at random ; and that he afterwards noted
down and elaborated the best ideas that thus came to
him. But that is something quite different from
dilettanti impromptu composing at the piano, wherein
really all that is ultimately accomplished is what one's
fingers want to, and are able to, execute. If Haydn's
practice is not sufficient evidence, reference may be
made to Sebastian Bach. Bach also was one of the
greatest masters of improvisation, but invention with
him came slower than with men like Handel and
Mozart. When he wished to play off-hand before an
audience, it was his custom to warm himself up to his
task, by performing old compositions, and—strange to
say of a man of his wonderful originality—especially
the compositions of other composers. Only after he
had come into a state of artistic excitement, did his
own fount pour forth its whole wealth.
Since, thus, in musical improvisation many other
elements are involved than act in silent, unexpressed
creation, it is highly probable that Beethoven's inven-
tive genius expressed itself in a different way from that
which is known to us from written notes of his per-
manent compositions. It is possible that beauties
flashed forth in improvisation, the essential condition
of whose being was the impossibility to put them in
the form of notation.
Of the contents of the note-books which Notte-
bohm's industry has opened to the world, I have de-
sired to emphasize and to examine but one, particularly
important, phenomenon. The information that may
further be obtained from this collection regarding the
chronology of Beethoven's compositions, the revision
of works already completed, his life and personality,
is very considerable, and cannot easily be exhausted.
We may prophesy that the source here opened, will
be the most important for the coming epoch of Bee-
thoven-research.
MEMORY AND ORGANIZED SUBSTANCE.
Through the monistic conception the yawning
chasm that seems to separate living nature from dead
nature, is bridged over. Dead nature only appears
to be dead in comparison with the higher manifesta-
tions of organized life. Nevertheless, the latter springs
from, and is constantly drawing upon the resources of,
the former. It is true, it has not hitherto been possi-
ble to create organized substance from non-organized
substance. So far as we can judge this cannot be
done otherwise than by the natural process, with the help
of previously extant organisms. All attempts to the end
of making the organic elements (O, C, H, N) organize,
have utterly failed. This, however, does not disprove,
that under certain definite circumstances (which, per-
haps, are no longer realizable on this planet of ours)
the organic elements do actually organize with the
same necessity as under certain given circumstances
electric tensions spontaneously arise, which afterwards
discharge in thunder-storms.
The spontaneous rise of organized life from the
"all life" of nature cannot be contested, unless indeed
we wish to lose ourselves in interminable contradic-
tions or in incomprehensible wonder-theories concern-
ing supernatural powers.
In view of the fact that we must grant even to in-
organic nature a certain kind of life, manifested in
spontaneous self-motion, the question has been mooted,
whether a piece of coal that burns away, and a stone
that falls to the earth, are not endowed with a kind of
feeling, that is, whether in such substances actually
there does not take place something that, on a minia-
ture scale, might correspond to that which in our-
selves we perceive as feeling.
The question is perfectly legitimate, and, perhaps,
ought to be answered in the affirmative. The non-
organized substances must, in fact, possess all the
conditions of organized life, and consequently those
of feeling also. Still, in admitting this, we ought to
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tear in mind that the mere conditions of feeling are
not as yet feeling itself, even as mere friction does not
as yet constitute electricity.
The processes of inorganic nature, as compared with
those of organized life, are isolated and instantaneous
proceedings. They are not organically linked to pre-
vious processes by a chain of memories. An atom
of oxygen goes through a thousand different conditions
which leave, so far as we are able to judge, no mark,
no impression upon it. With equal indifference it
will now sustain life and now cause iron to rust. That
it did pass through the formerprocess hasno influence
upon its action in the latter, and although all processes
of nature, even those of inorganic nature, are intercon-
nected, the connection is meaningless in such cases.
Every process of inorganic nature is an isolated act,
limited to the instant at which it takes place. This
is one and perhaps the most important reason why
inorganic processes can not exhibit feeling—certainly
not that which in the life of animal existences we are
wont to designate as feeling.
Coal and stones and atoms of oxygen in the air are
not sentient beings in the same sense as animals, and
not even in the sense in which mimosas are sentient,
simply because they are not organized, and according
to all appearances are destitute of memory. Only
memory can create feeling—that which we commonly
understand by feeling, which is a discriminative faculty.
The retentive power of memory preserves former im-
pressions, and thus renders a comparison of the present
state of things with past experiences possible.
Professor Hering most ably demonstrates in his
famous monograph on Memory, that memory is a uni-
versal property of organized substance. Memory, in-
deed, is the result of organization and all the supe-
riority of organized substance over inorganic matter,
is first of all due to its memory.
Every organized substance that we know, is but
the summation of its history from the beginning. Every
impression, and every mode in which the organism
ever reacted against impressions, are faithfully pre-
served, in the most delicate and recondite features of
the living substance. By the aid of its memories an
organism creates a unity with its own past as well as
future, which enables it to turn the fruits of former
experiences to advantage for experiences to come, and
in this manner renders possible a progression to ever
higher stages of development, to more varied forms,
and to more powerful and nobler types of being.
The rise of organized substance from non-organized
elements constitutes the triumph of nature over the
blindness of a purely material reality. The elements
previously isolated combine and their very union builds
up in their forms a higher kind of life. Substance, in
becoming organized, peculiarly connects the existence
of materiality from rtiolecule to molecule. It produces
above or among the molecules a new kind of existence,
manifested in ceaselessly interacting structures which,
not unlike living fountains, preserve their forms in the
constant flux of matter. Material existence has the
advantage of being indestructible and eternal, but the
life of forms has the greater advantage of being plas-
tic, and while preserving the treasures of its former
days, it can, in every moment of its activity, gain new
ones. This higher life of nature, deriving its super-
iority and grandeur not from its material resources,
but from its form, may very well be characterized as
spiritual.
It is said that the human body every seven years
completely renews all its constitutive elements. But
the connection with the work done by the lost and dis-
integrated parts is therefore not broken, after their
having performed their respective functions. We still
very well remember what we did and thought seven
or fourteen years ago, nay even twenty-one, twenty-
eight years, and more. The reason of this wonderful
fact is, that the forms of organized substance as
created under the influences of events and actions
amidst all the elementary changes of growth, still re-
main faithfully preserved.
The preservation of form in living substance is
the principle that explains memory. Indeed, both are
equivalent terms. By memory we understand noth-
ing more or less than the psychical aspect of the pre-
servation of form in living substance. The skin of my
hand, which once, some twenty years ago, was slightly
wounded, has been renovated again and again, through
the expulsion of all disintegrated parts, but the form
of the wound has nevertheless been preserved in the
white line of a scar. The brain similarly preserves
certain impressions, the forms of which remain, though
the nervous substance may change. And if these forms
happen to be stimulated or irritated, we experience
the same feelings over again, as when we received the
impression—only much weaker in its resuscitation than
in the moment when they were first experienced. And
yet not a single particle is preserved of the matter
that, at the time of the impression, performed the
function of feeling.
The higher life of nature begins with memory
through the preservation of living forms, and in the
course of the ever-ascending higher development of
the organizing substances, it will reach the conscious-
ness of animal life and ultimately rise to the stage of
human intelligence.
This same higher nature, that created spiritual
existence, still continues active, and in the depths
of human hearts incessantly creates new ideals, which
in organic growth sprout forth from past experiences.
The memories of both successes and failures live
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in our brain, and shape themselves into new images of
better conditions, under which disappointments can
be avoided. Thus they lead humanity onward on the
highway of an endless and boundless progress.
The spiritual life of higher existence, which to
organized substance imparts its superiority and proper
character, we commonly call soul. Accordingly, we
define soul as theform of an organism. This definition
may seem exceedingly simple, but like all simple truths
it possesses a far-reaching significance.
The development of our soul is the highest task of
humanity; to attend to this task constitutes our most
sacred religious duty. But the indispensable condition
for this is self-knowledge.
The pursuit of self-knowledge being the basis of re-
ligion, the words FvwBl aeauTov, "know thyself,"
were inscribed above the portals of the most venerable
sanctuary of ancient Greece. Self-knowledge is de-
manded from those who wish to cross the threshold of
the sanctuary of Apollo, of the divinity of light, and
spirit.
To investigate the nature of the soul, to study the laws
in accordance with which the soul is developed, and pre-
served in a condition of health, is of greatest import-
ance to every human creature ; for even in our own day,
to the most advanced and radical adept of free thought,
as to all, the grand words of the Gospel apply : "What
shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world
and lose his own soul?" (mark viii. 36.) p. c.
true answer is given by Goethe, the European Positive Poet of
the Modern Era, in lines never quoted too often, on
"THE UNITED STATES.
AUGUSTE COMTE AND PHILOSOPHY IN AMERICA.
A LETTER TO A YOUTH PROPOSING TO STUDY PHILOSOPHY
IN GERMANY.
BY T, B. WAKEMAN.
My Dear Friend :—You ask for frank replies to three ques-
tions :
1. Is it worth while for any American to go to Germany to
study Philosophy ?
2. Has the Positive Philosophy and Religion of Auguste
CoMTE lost value or become obsolete by reason of later specula-
tions ?
3. Is the study of Philosophy of any practical value any way,
or any where ?
Fortunately the answers to your first two questions will dis-
pose of the last, and the answer to the German question has been
given by Evolution and America, Our Federal Republic is the
flower of all history, all progress, all time.
" Time's noblest offspring is the last."
To crawl back to Europe to study philosophy, which is, if any-
thing, the fundamental thought of your age, is too much like grop-
ing about in the Catacombs to find new life. To every one abreast
with RepuhUcanisin, that is to every true American, Europe is out-
grown. Its grandeur in thought or action is of the past. Philoso-
phy is the thought of the living world, as Poetry is its emotion,
and Politics its action. The American Republic is a new en-
vironment which must create its own feelings, thoughts, and ac-
tivities.
Why then should young America put himself, or be put, into
the intellectual armour of the Knights of the Middle Ages ? The
Amerika, du hast es besser,
Als unser Continent, das alte.
Hast keine verfallenen Schlosser
Und keine Basalte.
Dicli stort nicht im Innern
Zu lebendiger Zeit
Unnutzes Erinnern
Und veigeblicher Streit.
Benutz' die Gegenwart mit Gltick !
Und wenn nur eure Kinder dichten
Bewahre sie ein gut Geschick
VorRitter-, RSuber- und Gespenste
Geschichten.
America, thou hast it better
Than our Continent, the old 1
Hast no ruined Castles
Nor basalt pillars.
Thee troubles not inwardly
In the living time,
And fruitless strifes.
Thy present use with joy !
.\nd when your children are to Poetry
given.
May some good genius preserve them
From Knights', and Robbers', and
Ghostly tales.
These words of purest wisdom apply to Philosophy and Poli-
tics with greater force and meaning even than to Poetry. Euro-
pean Philosophy and Politics are wholly out of place in our
" United States." This does notmean, of course, that the past has
not an historical value of great moment. Only the uppermost of
the strata of geology can be cultivated, but that is understood only
by its relation to each of the preceding strata upon which it rests.
So each of the preceding stages of philosophic thought have their
historic value, since through them the present has evolved and be-
come possible and intelligible. To Europe the student might well
go, if he is to be a Professor of Philosophy, for this historical pur-
pose. But this should be only after his character, habits, and
practical living have had a solid foundation in the present age and
in America, For, if there is any truth in the law of environments,
to be put to school in early youth in Europe is at a fearful sacri-
fice—the loss of our real world. The seed-time oE life determines
character, and that is formed but once and forever. The life and
character of Europe is impractical in America, and always alien.
As well might the American farmer spend his youth among the
flora and fauna of the past ages of Geology. The Modern Era
is now coming to its majority, its blossom-time, in America, and
those who wish to live it, must learn to think, feel, and act accord-
ing to its requirements here. American parents who send their
children to Europe to be educated in Philosophy, or anything else,
send them out of the real world into one of ghost-stories and tra-
ditions with their useless issues, memories, and strifes. It is time
enough to learn of them as parts of the evolution which has raised
us to the surface of the present in our new world.
Your next inquiry as to the value of Comte's Positive Philoso-
phy and Religion is prompted, as you say, by the fact that a firm
of well know Publishers in New York have thought it worth while
to put out a new edition of Harriet Martineau's celebrated con-
densed translation of his Positive Philosophy—a work so well done
that Comte. for general use^ recommends it instead of the original,*
Again you may be sure that if there is any truth in the laws
of Evolution, this " Positive Philosophy " has not lost and is in no
danger of losing its value. It remains the fundamental work of
its kind. The later speculations of Herbert Spencer, John Fiske,
Lester F, Ward, and indeed the grand progress of science since
its appearance, instead of depreciating, have added to its value and
necessity. Indeed, these later speculations have themselves no
complete or philosophic meaning without that epoch-making work
as their foundation. It is the indispensable corner-stone of every
modern library, and so must remain, for the same reason that the
book of Copernicus is the corner-stone of modern Astronomy.
This Positive Philosophy was the first work to present a Scientific
Philosophy composed of the special sciences in the actual order of
the world's evolution—from the star-mists down to the mind of
* "The Positive Philosophy of Auguste Comte," translated by Harriet
Martineau. Vol. I, p. 838. 8vo. Beltord, Clarke, & Co., Chicago—New York
—San Francisco.
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man. All that Spencer and other Philosophers and Scientists have
done is to confirm, deepen, and extend this scientific outline-pic-
ture and philosophy of the Cosmos. Without it, there is no evo-
lutional or scientific understanding of the new world and new era
in which we are living, and which was really introduced by the
Copernican Astronomy. To grasp this idea of the new era, not
yet 300 years old, ask yourself who are the three fundamental,
fruitful representative men of that era, in feeling, thought and
action ? Are they not Goethe, the modern Poet, who reconciled
the human heart to its new conditions ?
CoMTE, the modern Philosopher, who made the knowledge of
those conditions a positive Scientific Philosophy-, and the basis of
human activity ? And then the American, Washington, the mod-
ern Statesman, who instituted and constituted the Federal Repub-
lic as the necessary logical polity of those conditions in America,
where alone it was at first possible, and from whence it must in
time extend over the civilized world.
After you have had your smile at the juxtaposition of the
names of these men, so utterly diverse and incomparable in every
respect— think how in the general grand divisions of human feel-
ing, thought, and action, these men founded and lead, and thus co-
operate in the modern era, which is represented by America rather
than by Europe.
Carlyle used to sneer at " Our George," because he lacked the
religion of Oliver, the ambition of Napoleon, and the genius of
both ; but he had far more than either in the " stupid," honest,
evolutional, reliable, fruitful /(J/'w/Zj-ot which founded the Federal
Republic for mankind as the ultimate polity of the world. As to
Goethe, the estimate of the last Encyclopedia Britannica will stand,
—that as Homer represented Greece, Virgil Rome, Dante the
Middle Ages, Shakespeare the Renaissance, so GcEthe has felt,
lived, and sung the emotions and motives of the new Copernican
world, the new era of civilized mankind.
Lastly comes Comte, the scientific surveyor, and for that pur-
pose properly sprung from the disciplined French or Latin people,
to lay out the new world, and to discover its order and the true
method of its mental occupation and improvement. Comte had
in early life designed to emigrate to America to pursue there his
philosophic career. It is greatly to be regretted that he did not
make his escape from Europe before it arrested his growth. There
was and is no room for him or his Philosophy in Europe, although
he thought of America only as "colonial." The Positive Philoso-
phy is that of the new era and has no logical political outcome ex-
cept a Federal Republic, which was and is impossible in Europe,
until its whole religious, social, and political system is modernized.
The Papacy, the Empire, and the Monarchy have no place for a
common, verifiable Philosophy, which displaces authority not de-
rived from the people. Comte's papal polity was the accident of
his Latin origin, and was felt at once to be an inconsistency which
set evolution at defiance, and which would have been impossible
in America—even as a political hypothesis. His Philosophy and
Religion of Humanity were largely approved, but both have been
practically frustrated by the reactionary tone and spirit which his
Papal Utopia threw over his whole work. He crushed the new
and good under the polity and spirit which had grown out of the
old theological era, and which belonged to that alone. His phi-
losophy and religion, the children of his head and heart, were in-
deed of the new era and heirs of the future, but he left them im-
prisoned under the skeleton ribs of the old. M. Littre, afterwards
Senator of France, and many others, sought to effect their libera-
tion in France, while John Stuart Mill, Harriet Martineau, G. H.
Lewes, George Eliot, and others sought to do the same in England.
But they all achieved only a partial success, because a Federal
Republic of Europe was impossible. It is only play-work to think
a philosophy ; to make it a success, it must also be felt as a religion
and a poesy, and be acted out as a polity in political and practical
life. So the new philosophy was condemned in Europe to a quiet
subterranean growth, and to a retractation by Herbert Spencer in
England under the name of The Synthetic Philosophy, by John
Fiske in America as the Cosmic Philosophy, by Lester F. Ward
under the name of Dynamic Sociology, and by Strauss in Ger-
many under the title of The Old and the New Faith. The name
matters not ; the object was to express in intellectual form the new
general conclusions of science about the world and man as a new
philosophy. They have all done well, and have had a great
effect upon the world intellectually, and are destined to have more.
But Comte led the way for them all. He outlined the first Scien-
tific Philosophy, without which their works are largely unintellig-
ible, but if read as continuations of, and as commentaries upon,
his work, they are invaluable. All together they form but one
Scientific Philosophy, to which each has contributed a new aspect
from a different point of view. But as Copernicus made modern
astronomy possible, so Comte discovered and founded irrevocably
the base of the new philosophy and the centre of the new religion.
The discovery could be made but once, and the fact cannot be
denied. There can be but one Columbus in Geography, one
Copernicus in Astronomy, and one Comte in Philosophy. All
done after them can only confirm their fortunate priority. For
example, the base and backbone of the new intellectual world is
the line of world-changes, or force-correlations, from the distant
stars to the solar system, to the earth, to organic life on its sur-
face, then to social human life or history, then to the individual
man and his feelings, thoughts, and actions. Comte made this
evolutional order of the world the base of the scientific philosophy
by ordering the special sciences in that line, and proving their
dependence upon each other, from the more distant and general
down to the more near, complex, and special. Thus he drew the
base line of the intellectual cosmos from the star-mists down to the
sun system, thence to the earth and its life and man, and so to the
mind that in wonder gazed upon them—through Astronomy, Phys-
ics, Chemistry, Biology, Siciology, Ethics, Psychology. This
was the order in which matter and its changes or forces have
brought the actual world and earth into their present forms, and
made them the home for man. But as this evolutional order of
the sciences is the back-bone of modern science, (and it is only
necessary to look into the Proceedings of the American Associa-
tion for the Advance of Science to see how wisely they adopt it,
and how useful it is,) equally true is it that the " law of the three
states," or of the changes of the human mind in explanation of the
world, from Theology to Metaphysics and thence to Science, is
the breast-bone of Science. By this law the philosophy of history
is created and rests upon an actual and natural order. It rises
pyramid-like from the primeval, but still prevalent, savage Feti-
chism to the Astrolatry or Sabeanism of Egypt and the eastern
Hierarchies, then to the Polytheism of Greece and Rome, then to
the Monotheism of Roman Catholicism and Islam, then to the
Metaphysics of Modern Europe, and finally to the outflowering of
the scientific method and its results in a Scientific Philosophy.
This process of " deanthropomorphisation," as John Fiske calls it
" for short," marks the progress by which man's intellect has taken
the place of his fear and imagination in explaining the world.
Now, just as sure as " there is nothing great in the world but man,
and nothing great in man but mind," so sure is the growth and
power of science the line and law of human progress and the true
" meaning of history " to us.
Then, again, after discovering the foundation of a Philosophy
of Science and of History as above stated, he added the soli-
darity, continuity, and evolution of Man, or humanity, as the
grand social, organizing, moral Being of Earth. The result was,
of course, a Religion of Humanity, by which the relations and
duties of the individual were solved by means of what he does and
can know, instead of what he does not. In a word life was
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based upon intelligence instead of ignorance, imposition, and
superstition.
To Comte belongs the glory of these great philosophic and re-
ligious discoveries, and their invaluable applications, objective and
subjective. Others scented them and might have made them, but
to him they, in fact, belong, as to Columbus and Copernicus be-
longs the glory of their world-changing work—discovered and
made known once and forever !
Now, what is needed is not the importation of more obsolete
mystifying theology or metaphysics from Europe, but the placing of
this solid, scientific, practical philosophy under our Republic,
which is really the only logical and evolutional outcome of its
earlier and empirical application. For the spirit of this philosophy
is practical orderly and progressive. It is best illustrated in the evo-
lutional, conservative, anti-metaphysical statesmanship of Washing-
ton, Webster, Seward, and Lincoln. The extension of this spirit and
its philosophy is the one thing needful to banish the shallow frivol-
ity, the material, selfish, hedonic greed, the metaphysical pessi-
mism and indifference, which threaten to dry-rot and destroy the
grand political structure we have inherited.
Let that be your work here, instead of going abroad to bury
your young life in the fog bank of German metaphysics, the phi-
losophy of the inane.
This brings up and disposes of your last question ; Is the study
of any philosophy of value ? That depends upon the philosophy
you choose. Those of the past have always an historical value, as
above stated, and which you see illustrated in Lewes's " Biograph-
ical History of Philosophy." But the philosophy of our era must
be its own thought, practical, human, positive, and scientific -no
others are now of our life ; to try to make them so, is to be guilty
of an evolutional anachronism.
Are you a metaphysical pessimist to ask ; Is any philosophy
of any value ? If you are, it makes little difference whether you
go to Germany or anywhere ; but it would be a benefit to your
country if you should. " Natural selection " declares against pes-
simism. It ratifies the hope, endeavor, and joy of a wise, devoted,
human meliorism. If we can find no value in that heroic, altruistic
view of life, it were better had we never been born to tax our kind
and kin with the expense and trouble of living. Happily, " the
struggle for individual existence" in civilized communities can
generally be successful only by adding something to the common
welfare. Instead of becoming an exile, does not the Republic need
you, and many more, with your exceptional talents and leisure, to
diffuse the light and life of the new Philosophy of Science at home ?
With the hope that you will answer this question as an Ameri-
can should, I remain sincerely your friend.
New York, August 2oth, Era of Man 289 (A. D. 1889).
IN REPLY TO CRITICISMS OF " FUNDAMENTAL
PROBLEM?."
THE SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST.
A REVIEWER of "Fundamental Problems" in the Christian
Sltuuiard, which is an' orthodox Baptist paper, quotes the motto
from the title page :
"No Agnosicism but Positive Science,
No Mysticism but Clear Thought,
Neither Supernaturalism nor Materialism,
But a Unitary Conception of the World,
No Dogma but Religion,
No Creed but Faiths"
and calls it a "specimen tangle." My reviewer takes special
offense at the idea that "God is immanent." He says: "This
tangles things, but so learned a man does not mind tangles," and
then adds with a good dose of irony ; " He has found bottom, too,
where others have been adrift."
The Reverend Gentleman, for such I take my critic to be, in-
voluntarily calls to my mind the remembrance of a good and dear
old schoolmate of mine, who, regarding mathematics as a non
pills ultra of human vanity and a useless display of mental sum-
mersaults, ever quietly slept during the mathematical recitations
of our Professor, who was no less a man than Hermann Grassmann.
Sometimes I tried to stir ray friend up, when matters of import-
ance were discussed, and once when I told him that he should pay
attention at least for a quarter of an hour, he awoke to life and
listened for a while to the recitation. I thought Prof. Grassmann's
explanation was wonderfully lucid, but my neighbor quietly said,
"What bosh! It's a mere tangle of words," and continued his
nap. I tried to convince him that Grassmann was marvelous,
and clear as daylight. But in vain, and in a long discussion on
the subject he got the best of me, finally convincing me that all
mathematics were and would ever remain a tangle to him—
a
mere tangle of words.
This schoolmate of mine became a clergyman, and I am told
he is a good one, whom the members of his parish like to hear
preach. In the pulpit he is not at all asleep and makes the sleepers
of his congregation wake up.
In later life I called on him, and on Sunday we went to
church. He spoke of the Holy Ghost and the sin against the
Holy Ghost, which shall not be forgiven either in this world
or in the next. He made himself very clear on the subject, so
that every one of his hearers felt that he was, or at least might
have been, the one who had committed the sin against the Holy
Ghost ; at least I did. He said, among other most forcible things,
we were rational beings endowed with the power of thought and
of faith by the Holy Ghost. If the Holy Ghost conducts our
thinking, we shall wander in the right path, but woe worth him who
trusts in human reason. Reason, he said, is like the mercenary
woman of Babylon, —here he quoted a well known passage from
Luther—of whom the prophets speak with disgust. The Holy
Ghost represents Divine Reason, but human reason is sham
wisdom. Like Sheol, it is a flame that burns, but gives no light
and leads astray like an igniis fatuiis. He w~ho follows human rea-
son, and were it ever so neatly expressed in mathematical formulas,
is the man that commits the sin against the Holy Ghost and he is
on the road to perdition.
After the sermon I tried to persuade my friend that there was
but one Reason. There cannot be two different reasons. And
this reason is a very simple thing, and if there seen! to be two
different reasons, there is a very simple method of testing which
is the right one. I simply try which is in accord with reality.
That which agrees with reality is the only right reason. This one
Reason I shall call the Divine Reason, because its laws are really
divine ; they are imperishable and eternal. They are plain and
yet grand, obvious and yet of far-reaching importance ; they are
clear and demonstrable, and will be applicable to the most des-
perate cases. Should any one oppose them, he will in the end
be the loser, for he would stubbornly knock his head against the
iron facts of reality. And be his head ever so hard, facts are
harder. If he should persevere in his perversity, he is the man
who commits the sin against the Holy Ghost, for it is a sin that
none can forgive, because he makes it a principle to oppose the
Holy Ghost—the spirit of truth, of charity, and of light.
Human reason is true only in so far as it is, in man's brain,
an embodiment of the only one, the only possible Divine reason,
that reason which lives as well in the correct formulas of a mathe-
matician, as in good deeds founded upon the logic of faith—of that
faith which trusts in an ever-increasing realization of truth and
good will here on earth. This is the lo.s^os of which Philo spoke,
and which, as St. John tell us, became flesh upon earth in man.
If there is any human reason in opposition to Divine reason,
it is that of the Scribes and Pharisees whom he, who calls himself
the son of man, reproached for keeping the key to heaven away
from people. It is that sham reason of the orthodox, which pre-
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tends to be the light of the world, and yet it denounces all that is
truly light, it shuns the plain, the clear, the demonstrable, and
retires into the dark, the mysterious, the unintelligible.
If any one thinks that I convinced my friend, he is mistaken.
He made a long and clever speech about the arrogance of philoso-
phy, which tried to comprehend things that are in themselves in-
comprehensible, and was thus led to the assumption of identifying
the Divine and the Human. "Every monism is atheism," he said,
'
' and God being the source of all good, atheism necessarily is the root
of all evil, and if the simplest formula—for instance, (a-|-b)2 equals
a2 + 2 ab + b2 —were in contradiction to Divine Reason, it must
be abandoned, no matter whether it agrees with or dissents from
reality. He who would not abandon it, is not worthy the glory of
the Holy Ghost, and the superior light of a spiritual life."
When I humbly asked how I could know the difference between
the two kinds of reason, he informed me that the revelation of the
Divine Reason is to be found in the Bible, but observing that the
Devil might quote scripture as well as a Baptist, he added that it
is the Bible as interpreted by the Symbolical Books of his church.
He had publicly promised on the altar of God to teach these doc-
trines only, /. f. , the doctrines of the Bible as interpreted by the
Symbolic Books, and he considered any attempt of doubt in the
divinity of the corner-stone of his faith as felony. He looked
upon himself as a soldier who had sworn allegiance to the Lord,
and it was not his matter to criticize his Liege.
I was silenced, but I could not help thinking that to bind men
by such an oath of allegiance to the narrow views of a few men
—
to the views of the authors of the Symbolical Books—is exactly
what Christ means, when he says: "They bind heavy burdens
and grievous to be borne, and lay them on men's shoulders." To
keep men in such fetters, that is the sin against the Holy Ghost,
because it extinguishes the divine spark of independent thought in
men. It quenches the fire of faith of the living and ever-growing
spirit upon the altar of truth, and replaces it by a creed embodied
in the letter that killeth.
The lesson I learned from that experience was, that that which
is clear to one man can after all be a tangle to another. Yet be-
fore any critic has a right to call any essay or explanation a tangle
of words, he should prove that it contains self-contradictions. So
long as he cannot do so, his assertion must be taken as a personal
statement as to the state of his own mind, but not of the book he
reviews.
I cannot conclude without thanking my critic that he con-
tinued to read the book after he had received the impression of
its author, that " much learning hath made him muddled." When
he had worked his way through the tangles, he declared that " the
author says some capital things in a forcible and original way."
He makes a few quotations, that have his full approval, e. g., that
Christ was the Copernicus of Ethics, p. 227.
I am sorry that the quotations are spoiled by a misprint
" age " is printed for " ego "—which makes the whole quotation
unintelligible. I should not wonder at all, if the readers of the
Christian Standard think ; If this empty verbiage is declared to be
good, what incomparable nonsense must be contained in other
passages denounced as tangles 1 p. c.
CORRESPONDENCE.
THE CUT-WORM AND THE WEEVIL.
In The Open Court for Oct. 3rd, Mr. W. J. Atkinson asks
me a few questions. Quoting my assertion that ' ' without the right
or hope of ownership there is no stimulus to production," he en-
quires, ' ' Ownership in what ? In the instrument ofproduction or in
the article produced ? " To that I answer, In both ; if possible, in
order to make more certain the future enjoyment of the product.
If a producer does not own the instrument of production, he must
pay rent for the use of it, or he must become the hired man of the
owner. As a hired laborer, I discovered long ago that the man who
works for wages at any instrument of production, will, as a rule, get
less product out of it than he would get if he owned the instrument.
The man who pays rent for an instrument of production, will get
all he can out of it, but he has no interest in its welfare, nor does
he care to preserve or increase its productive power beyond the
time for which he has hired it.
This rule attaches more closely to land than to many other
things, because land refuses to do business except on long credit.
It will not pay its laborers for months, and sometimes it makes,
them wait long years for their wages. He who breaks the virgin
soil must wait until the second year for a crop of wheat ; he must
wait ten years for a crop of apples. No tenant with a short lease
will ever plant an orchard, repair the fences, or manure the land.
It may be true that God made the land, but man makes the farm
;
and the most productive farm is made by the man who owns the
land he ploughs. I want the farmer to own this instrument of pro-
duction, that he may be sure of the ' ' article produced. " It is true,
as Mr. Atkinson says, that a large part of the production of the
country comes from leased lands, but it is also true that a larger
product would be had if the tenants who hire those lands, were
owners of the soil.
Mr. Atkinson thinks that my maxim in reference to individual
exertion and individual reward is broken, when the tax-gatherer calls,
and says, " Mr. Wheelbarrow, because you have been industrious,
and Mr. Bicycle idle, your taxes are heavy and his light." Mr.
Atkinson means to show by this that the taxation of labor's pro-
duct lessens the incentive to exertion, and encourages idleness.
The moral of the parable fails, because all taxes must come out of
the products of industry. All the product of the nation's idleness
will not yield ten dollars' worth of taxes in a year. The whole
statesmanship of the question lies in fair and equitable assessment,
so that one industry shall not pay taxes and another escape taxa-
tion. If idleness could yield revenue, it would be wise to levy all
taxation upon idleness, and exempt industry all together ; but un-
fortunately, idleness is not a tax-payer. No matter how we may
contrive or disguise taxation, whatever cash revenue is obtained
by it, must come out of the "product of industry." We can as
easily get revenue out of moonbeams as out of abstract " values,"
separate from the substance which industry has made.
Continuing the catechism, Mr. Atkinson asks this question,
" Would it not be better to say, henceforth, if a man desires to
erect a building, we will not fine him for it ?" I answer. Yes ! I
think it would be very foolish and unjust to fine a man for build-
ing a house, and I have never yet heard of such a practice in any
civilized community. What Mr. Atkinson means is that the taxa-
tion of a house is a fine for building it, and he further insinuates
that the taxation of personal property is a fine imposed upon
"thrift, energy, industry, and enterprise." Mr. Atkinson would
not fine a man for being rich ; I would not fine a man for being
poor. If taxes are fines, they must be paid by one or the other,
and I prefer that the rich man pay them. I do not think that
money, stocks, bonds, ships, railroads, factories, merchandise,
street-cars, jewelry, plate, carriages, and horses, ought to be ex-
empt from taxation, because they happen to be the visible signs of
thrift. They should all bear a fair proportion of the public ex-
penses, because without the public protection they could not exist
at all.
I offer in evidence here a couple of hard facts in the form of
houses. Just round the corner are two lots of the same size, one
exactly opposite the other. They are of precisely the same value.
The owner of one of them is Mr. North, a bookkeeper, who has man-
aged by thrift and industry to build a frame-house worth twenty-
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five hundred dollars, and his furniture is worth about five hundred
dollars. The owner of the other lot, Mr. South, has built a house
upon it worth forty thousand dollars, and his furniture, stable,
horses, and carriages, are worth eight thousand dollars more. Be-
sides all this, he is worth a million dollars in bank-stock, money,
and merchandise. Mr. Atkinson and Mr. Henry George require
that Mr. North and Mr. South shall be taxed alike, and contribute
equal sums to the public treasury. I think such an apportionment
would be unjust, and if attempted by the law, intolerable. In or-
der to avoid fining the rich man for being rich, Mr. Atkinson pro-
poses to fine the poor man for being poor. This impossible scheme
of injustice he innocently thinks would bring about " the reign of
common sense in taxation." He also thinks that the tribute levied
on Mr. North would not be a tax on " the product of labor." How
is the man to pay it, except by the product of his labor ?
Close on the trail of Mr. Atkinson comes Mr. W. E. Brockaw
in No. Ill of The Open Court. He takes for a text this quotation
from an article of mine, " Men will not cultivate land without
security of tenure, and the best security is ownership. Without the
right or hope of ownership, there is no stimulus to production."
Then he says :
" It is strange how men came to erect such fine buildings on the school-
lands of Chicago without any ' stimulus.' Without the ' hope of ownership,'
and therefore with no ' stimulus to production.' Men pay the City of Chicago
hundreds of tliousands of dollars ground-rent for the mere privilege of pro-
ducing."
I answered that argument three months ago, when it was offered
in The Open Court by Mr. Pentecost. I will only repeat this
part of what I said then. The owners of those " fine buildings "
took very good care to obtain " security of tenure " before they
laid a brick. They took a seventy-years' lease of the lots. In other
words, they became owners of the lots for a term of seventy years.
The long lease was the " stimulus " to build. Last spring a citizen
of Chicago contracted to build a magnificent hotel on a lot for
which he had a three-years lease. He had hardly begun to lay the
foundation, when, as might have been expected, he was taken to
the lunatic asylum, and there he is yet. Did Mr. Brockaw ever
see a man fit to be at large, erecting "fine buildings " without
ample security of tenure ?
I congratulate myself that Mr. Brockaw almost recognizes the
contrast which I pointed out between the civilizing influence of per-
sonal land-ownership, and the Red Indian system of land commu-
nism. He now says, "Individual /ojjcjj'/o" of land everywhere marks
the advance of civilization. Common or covnmunai fossessioii of land
everywhere marks the savage." This attempt to make a distinction
between possession and ownership scarcely affects the principle for
which I contend. When it is conceded that individual title to the
possession of land is an essential element of civilization, the rest of
my claim will soon be conceded also ; because in that case the
strongest and most durable right of possession must be the best
;
and that is possession by right of ownership.
The attempt to make the right of possession and the right of
ownership antagonistic and hostile principles in a civilization where
one of them is absolutely necessary, is an impossible task, because
the right of possession is itself a qualified right of ownership.
There is no difference between a right of possession and a right
of ownership, except in duration and degree. If a man has the ex-
clusive individual right to the use and possession of a farm for ten
years, he is the owner against all the world until the expiration of
that time. We invert the rules of reason whan wj say that " al-
though individual possession is necessary to social development, in-
dividual ownership of land is wrong in principle."
Mr. Brockaw tells us that Herbert Spencer and others have
written " with a force of logic which is overwhelming against the
right of individual ownership of the resources of nature," and then
in great astonishment he enquires, " Why have their unanswerable
arguments had so little effect ? " My guess at the conundrum is
this, because they were not unanswerable ; and for a like reason
the overwhelming logic did not overwhelm. Mr. Brockaw answers
thus, ' ' Because they saw no way to harmonize the right of individ-
ual possession with the -ivrong oi individual ownership." A very
sensible reason, when we consider the opposite qualities of right
and wrong, and how hard it is to bring them into harmony. I ad-
vise Mr. Brockaw not to try where Herbert Spencer failed ; if he
did fail, of which I am not sure, because I hardly think that he
has ever tried to harmonize the right of one thing with the wrong
of something else. To harmonize the right of possession and the
right of ownership is easy enough ; and if it is conceded that either
is right in principle, the other cannot in principle be wrong. If it
is wrong in principle to own land for a hundred years, it is wrong
to own it for ten years or for one year.
Mr. Brockaw's premises come to an untimely and inconse-
quent end in the curious admission that " A nation of homes—small
independent holdings—is generally believed to be the best," Have
I not been contending for independent homes ? and have I not been
criticized and rebuked for doing so by Mr. Brockaw and other de-
fenders of the single-tax philosophy ? Is it not the declared purpose
of Mr. George and his followers to abolish all " independent hold-
ings" by the scheme of the "single-tax," so that there shall not be
any such thing as an independent home in the United States ?
Mr. Brockaw insists that no man shall have an "independent
holding," but that every holder of land shall be a tenant ; and he
reasons as if rent were a natural incident attaching to land like
grass, when in fact it is an unnatural infliction resulting from an
artificial social stale.
Mr. Brockaw, still believing that rent is ' ' native to the manor
born," and racy of the soil, says, " The tenant might as well pay
his rent to the government as to an individual." Certainly, but it
is better for him to be free from rent entirely ; better for him to
have a ' ' home, " an " independent " holding than a dependent hold-
ing, for which he must do homage and pay rent to his neighbor or
to the government. If the farmer every year must lose a portion
of his crop, it may make no difference to him whether the weevil or
the cut-worm gets it, but it is not necessary that either of the pests
should have it ; and in the matter of rent, so far as the farmer is
concerned, the private landlord and the public landlord are to him
as the cut-worm and the weevil. Wheelbarrow.
BOOK NOTICES.
Mind, for the present quarter, (October) opens with an article,
"Some Fundamental Ethical Controversies, " by Prof. H. Sidg-
wick. Prof. Sidgwick apologizes for the triteness of the topic in-
troduced, and commences by a reaffirmation of the position he had
assumed in his " Methods of Ethics" upon Free Will and Deter-
minism, and which he claims has not been confuted—the position
namely, which predicates freedom of will in the moment of delil)er<ite
action and admits determinism in the rational forecast of future
conduct. The discussion of distinctions centering about this point
complete the essay. Dr. Edmund Montgomery, in the closely-
reasoned contribution following, " makes the attempt to discover
'
' the proximate source of what usually goes by the name of ' ' men-
'
' tal activity " ; Dr. Montgomery concludes, ' ' that the term ' men-
" tal activity,' if it all retained, has to be construed as signifying,
" not anything happening within the conscious content itself, but
" the functional play of all that part of our extra-conscious being,
" from which such conscious content is the supreme emanation."
" The Classification of Pleasure and Pain " is the subject of the
third, Mr. Henry Rutgers Marshall's, contribution ; Mr. Marshall
endeavors to render more distinct our psychological conceptions,
and more definite our psychological terminology ; and the effort, in
this instance, is made in the more logical classification of the con-
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ceptions of pleasure and pain. The " Discussion "—a section de-
voted to criticism and and comment—contains : " Relation of Feel-
ing to Pleasure and Pain," by Hiram M. Stanley ; " Dr. Maudsley
on the Double Brain," by J. M. Baldwin ; and " ' The Senses' in a
Course of Psychology," by G. L. Turner. Of the interesting re-
censions in " Critical Notices," attention may be called to the ex-
haustive review by Carveth Read, of John Venn's " Principles of
Empirical and Inductive Logic," and to Mr. W. R. Sorley's review
of the second volume of Prof. Friedrich Jodl's ' ' Gcschichte der
Etliik in der Neueren Philosophic " (History of Ethics in Modern
Philosophy); "every chapter of the book," says Mr. Read of Venn's
Logic. " is both entertaining and instructive," while Jodl's work is
characterized as a lucid, logical, and masterly production. We
shall have occasion, in a later number of The Open Court, care-
fully to examine Prof. Jodl's two volumes. (Williams and Nor-
gate, London.)
An attractive number is the October issue of the Rc-viie phi-
losopliitjiic—descriptive and historical rather than of the usual ex-
perimental-mvestigative character. M. Paul Janet continues his
" Introduction a la Science Philosophique " ; the present contribu-
tion constitutes the fifth in the series, and bears the title " La
Geographic de la Philosophie." " Philosophy is controlled," says
M. Paul Janet, " by the laws of space as well as those of time ; it
originates somewhere, passes from country to country and follows
certain highways ; by 'the geography of philosophy,' accordingly,
I comprehend the study of these various places, of these migrations
—the study of the philosophical guide-book, as it were." Having
«»y>/^/^(/ the outlines of his philosophical chart, M. Paul Janet re-
marks :• " The future has in store for us, perhaps, other centres of
" thought—in the great nations that hitherto have only been tribut-
" ary to the work of civilization, namely, Russia, and the United
" States ; if in Russia we except Nihilism and in America the name
"of Emerson, these two great countries have not contributed a
"single important addidition to the philosophy of our century."
M. Ch. Henry writes upon " Contrast, Rhythm, and Measure"
—
" psychological researches. " M. Henry writes much upon these
subjects ; his little volume " Cercle Chromatique" will find future
notice in The Open Court. J. M. Guardia furnishes another
article upon Gomez Pereira in the series ' Spanish Philosophers.
'
Interesting is M. Th. Ribot's review of Mr. Romanes's work,
'
' Mental Evolution in Man, " as are also the reviews of MM. Binet
and Arreat, the former upon Ottolenghi and Lombroso's new
studies in hypnotism, and the latter upon P. Souriau's L'Estheti-
que du Movement." (Paris, Felix Alcan.)
" Manuals of Faith and Duty " is the title of a series of neatly
bound volumes now being issued by the Universalist Publishing
House of Boston, which aims to set forth the prominent teachings
of the Universalist Church. Number V. of this series is called
"Salvation," by the Rev. Orello Cone, President of Buchtel
College, Akron, Ohio. A propos of the preference given by Mr.
Huxley for justification by verification over justification by faith,
Mr. Cone says : " The justification by faith, which modern science
regards as unreal and sentimental, will be found, when stripped of
the magic which has so long disguised it, to proceed quite in the
manner of verification, and to be in fact a sort of righteousness
according to science. For to live conformably to verified prin-
ciples, whether in the sphere of the physical life or of the soul, is
to live scientifically. Whoever, then, pursues righteousness, trust-
ing in a great moral and spiritual order, which experience has
verified as the true order for human beings, and conformity to
which has been found for many ages to render the lives of men
strong, sweet, and noble, is, though not far from the kingdom of
Heaven, still within the realm and method of science.
"
We have received Volume V, Part I, of the Proceedings of //;,•
Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences, Davenport, Iowa, contain-
ing among various communications the following: "On Certain
Recent, Quaternary, and New Fresh-Water MoUusca," by R. Ells-
worth Call; "A Defense of our Local Geology," by W. H.
Barris
;
"Volcanoes of the Sandwich Islands," by C. S. Watkins
;
"A New Genus of Eriogoneae from Lower California," by C. C.
Parry
;
"An Ancient Mine in Arkansas," by Wm. A. Chapman
;
" Lastarriasa, Remy—Confirmation of the Genus, with Character
Extended," by C. C. Parry ; " Contributions to the Mollusca of
Florida," by Chas T. Simpson ; " A Description of the Rockford
Shales of Iowa," by Clement L. Webster
; "Preliminary Anno-
tated Catalogue of the Birds of Iowa," by Charles R. Keyes and
H. S. Williams. A memorial of Professor David S. Sheldon (with
portrait) by Dr. C. C. Parry, concludes the volume.
The Rev. Chas. W. Wendte's "Discourses in Defence of the
American Public School System," recently reprinted from the Oak-
land Emjicirer, were called forth by the attacks of Roman Catholic
Clergymen in California. They constitute a fair summary of the
question and an exposition of the principles involved. From Mr.
Wendte, who is the pastor of the first Unitarian Church of Oak-
land, Cal., we have also received in his Sermon Series a pamphlet
entitled " A Unitarian Estimate of Robert Ingersoll."
The address of Prof. Samuel G. Williams, of Cornell Univer-
sity, before the National Educational Association at Nashville,
July i8th, 1889, has been issued in pamphlet form. The subject
is " The History of Education, Its Value to Teachers " ; the little
pamphlet is a comprehensive, though rapid, sketch of educational
history. '
Colonel Garrick Mallery's address before the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science, on "Israelite and Indian,"
will be published in The Popular Science Monthly for November.
Colonel Mallery draws a conclusion unfavorable to the suggested
descent of the Indians from the " lost tribes."
The Humboldt Publishing Co. of 28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.,
have recently issued an authorized translation, by Baron Nils
Possee, of Frederick Bjornstrom's work, "Hypnotism, Its History
and Present Development." The book is an exhaustive review of
historical hypnotism ; an appendix contains a " bibliography " of
the subject.
Longmans, Green, Sc Co. will presently issue an outline his-
tory of the development of modern music, showing the growth of
opera, oratorio, and symphony. The author is Mr. W. J. Hender-
son, of the New York Times ; the title, "The Story of Music."
NOTES.
Dr. Cams will discuss, during the course of the next few
months, various psychological problems, among them the questions
of hypnotism and double consciousness.
After our announcement of the discontinuation of the Single-
Tax-Debate, the privilege of a closing reply v^as asked by Wheel-
barrow ; the reply appears in this number.
Under the direction of the Secular Union, the following
lectures will be held at the Princess Opera House, 558 W. Mad-
ison St., Chicago, Sundays, 8 P. M:—Sunday, Oct. 27th, "The
Future of Religion," by L. H. Sawyer; Sunday, Nov. 3rd, "Our
Public School System Under the Constitution of Illinois," by R.
H. Vickers ; Sunday, Nov. roth, "Orthodoxy," by W. F. Farey ;
Sunday. Nov. 17th, "The Labor Movement," by Henry D. Loyd.
All are invited to attend.
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